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Dallas, Texas 
| September 2, 1975 

| 
I, Helen V. May, being duly sworn hereby make the 

following free and voluntary statement to Inspector Edgar NM, 

Best and SAC Arfhur F. Nehrbass. I previously furnished ant 

affidavit on July 22, 1975, concerning ar allegation that 

Lee Harvey Csrare had visited the Dallas Office and left a 

note for SA James P, Hosty. 

  

I now| recall that within a few days after the 

  

    assassination of the President, possibly on a Sunday, I was 

eorting papers bad Mrs. Nannie Lee Fenner was handling cards, 

when she remarked to the effect that ‘Oswald was in the office 

| 
and brought a note for Hosty." I cannot recall anything further 

  

concerning tais remark and Urs. Fenner did not further describe 

  

the note, The room was crowded, mostly with personnel from 

other field offices who paid little or no attention to irs. 

  

Fenner's remark, and I cannot recall the identity of any other 

7 persons in the room. . 

“ “subsehuentiy, probably before Oswald was killed and 

' certainly witht two weeks of the assasination of President 

Kennedy (I contra ted pneumonia and was on sick leave ‘two weeks), 

I was present when Mrs. Fenner again brought up the subject of the 

    

Oswald note and stated that Clark told her to forget about it, 
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I recall the statement, but I cannot recall the context in 

which it was made or who was present at the time it was. made. 

I did not communicate, nor do I have knowledge of 

anyone having communicated the existence of this letter to 

any of the supervisory personnel of the Dallas Office. 

I categorically deny ever seeing Oswald at any time > 

or ever seeing) the note or letter he delivered. . 

| 

| 
‘Nelon V. May 

| 

’ Sworn to and subscribed before me September 2, 1975, 

at Dallas, Texas. 
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